The carbon source influences the efflux pump-mediated antimicrobial resistance in clinically important Gram-negative bacteria.
Multidrug efflux pumps are proteins known to play an important role in resistance in bacteria. These proteins are located in the inner membrane (IM), together with many other proteins, including inducible permeases that participate in the uptake of non-phosphotransferase system (PTS) carbohydrates (i.e. carbohydrates uptaken by mechanisms other than the PTS). However, lipid bilayer space in the IM is limited. Therefore, we examined whether the overexpression of unrelated IM proteins is able to interfere with the efflux-mediated resistance mechanism, consequently increasing the susceptibility towards different antimicrobial compounds. We cultured bacteria under different conditions that increase the synthesis of unrelated IM proteins, either by using a non-PTS carbohydrate as the sole carbon source or by artificially overexpressing IM proteins, prior to determining the resistance to different antimicrobial compounds by disc diffusion assays. We observed that efflux-pump-mediated resistance is affected by the carbon source in all the strains tested, exhibiting increased susceptibility when a non-PTS carbohydrate was used as the sole carbon source. Moreover, when we artificially overexpressed an unrelated IM protein, we also observed decreased efflux-mediated resistance. These results strongly suggest that overexpression of IM proteins, by using a non-PTS carbohydrate as the sole carbon source, or by artificially introducing a high number of copies of an unrelated IM protein, competes with the antibiotic efflux systems, thereby decreasing the efflux-mediated resistance to different antimicrobial compounds. This sort of competition arises because of the limited available space in the bacterial IM, or by an unknown mechanism.